
Cook Directly On Your Kitchen Countertop





Induction Hob Require
Induction Compatible Magnetic Cookware

Induction 
Magnetic Cookware

The hidden 
on the countertop in comfort and safety.

hob allows to cook directly

The technology is based on induction hob that heat the pot or pan
directly, rather than, heating the countertop.

The use of is suitable for stainless steel metal pots and pans.

By using the placemat provided with the product, the heat transferred
from the pot to the surface is reduced and does not overheat the surface.

5-year warranty (full warranty for the �rst year + four-year warranty
limited)

The use of is suitable for all-natural stone, granite that is 
milled to 15mm, 12 mm, and the ultra-compact porcelain material that
is 12 mm.  Not suitable for ‘’quartz countertops’’.

Magnetic Field

Invisacook Unit

Solid Surface
Countertop

Magnetic Coil

1.5 cm or less

How Does It Work?How Does It Work?



Bene�ts

Thanks to
and save valuable space.

hob, you can utilize your countertop

Reduce cooking and frying times due to direct heating of the pan or pot.

Energy saving, as 90% of the energy is used directly to heat
the induction cookware.

Easy maintenance and cleaning, due to a seamless kitchen.

The control-panel can be hidden from environmental in�uences and 
can be controlled using a mobile phone or tablet.

Heat & Safety Control - The unit supplies or cuts o� energy immediately
by operating the unit through the touch screen control-panel.

Can also be used in outdoor kitchens.



Products
For use in a typical kitchen Or outdoor kitchen.2 Burner Unit

For use in a typical kitchen, a large outdoor kitchen4 Burner Unit

For use in a typical and very active kitchen.5 Burner Unit

Length  50.7cm

Width 29.3 cm

Height 5.5 cm

Cooking temp 36°C-205°C

AC Input 220/240V 

Length

 50.7cmWidth

57.8 cm

Height 5.5 cm

Cooking temp 36°C-205°C

AC Input 220/240V 

Length

51.5 cmWidth

90.5 cm

Height 5.5 cm

Cooking temp 36°C-205°C

AC Input 220/240V 

For use in a typical kitchen Or outdoor kitchen.3 Burner Unit

Length 76 cm

Width 39 cm

Height 5.5 cm

Cooking temp 36°C-205°C

AC Input 220/240V 



cm

cm

cm

USER INTERFACE:

Buttons and display:

: ON/OFF :Child Lock : Burner
Select

: Timer and Pre-set : OK/Return : Setting

: Adjust Zone

: Booster

: Auto Functions

: Menu Number : Cooking Step : Power Level : Cooking Time(M:S) and Pre-set Time(H:M)

Controller

LowerUpperController dimensions

The controller can be attached to a surface, or in a hidden drawer.

Cooking Time Burner Select Child Lock

 Timer and Pre-set Adjust Zone ON/OFF

6 cmcm8.4Length

25.828.9Width

2.3Height

Can be activated via an app



The
to the surface by 50%.

- Reduce the intensity of the heat transferred from the pot

Dishwasher safe.

Induction & Anti-Slip Cooking Mat

SHOULD ALWAYS BE USED WHILE USING

Heat Di�using
Raised silicone ridges extend
the lifespan of induction cooktops
by di�using the heat during cooking.

Prevents cookware
from sliding during cooking.

Ridges contains spills, preventing them
reaching your induction cooktop.

Formula of silicone and �berglass prevents scratches
and scrapes from contact with cookware.

Safe cooking

Easier to clean

Flexible and Durable



The Invisacook hob can be connected to all types of granite (up to 15mm)
& porcelain (up to 12 mm).

Recommended Countertops

Examples of some of the common brands that have been tested and

approved by                             global:
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